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TRADITIONAL TRADE FINANCING MECHANISMS, THEIR STRUCTURES, ROLE,
FUNCTIONS AND POSSIBLE LINKAGES WITH THE MODERN FINANCIAL SECTOR.

Introduction
The majority of the people living in developing countries are

engaged in informal sector activities. According to the lLO (1988)
, it is estimated that the informal sector provides employment to
almost 60 per cent of the urban labour force. In many African

countries, women are handling approximately 80 per cent of trade in
local food items such as cereals and spices, fish and fish
products, local textiles, jewellery and local garments. 1

Demographic evidence shows that women comprise over 50 per cent of

the total popUlation of Africa. Even though it is not possible to
present an exhaustive list of the informal sector activities many

earn their living by producing goods and services for immediate
consumption. only a minority are engaged in the modern business
sector or in big businesses. Others are engaged in the production
of handicraft and manufactured goods that mayor may not be
supplied by the formal sector. still others would be engaged in the
catering services and in petty trading. 2

The informal sector economic activities have more potential in

terms of expansion, generating income and employment. But the

entrepreneurs in this sector have to face many constraints such as

the lack of credit which is the key to sound business development.

Many rural and urban households in Sub-Sahara Africa depend on
either formal or informal financial sector credit (or both) to
fulfill their consumption and investment needs over time.
Entrepreneurs specializing for one reason or another in small-scale

Mechanisms on Integrating Women in Trade and Commerce,
UNECA, E/ECA/TRADE/89/20, 4 October 1989,p.2

2 UNECA, Advancement of African Women: FORGING A STRATEGY
FOR THE 1990s, p.58
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industries also depend on a lot of credit. 3 The source for these
are mainly through the informal financial resources that is from

family, friends, credit associations, money-lenders, landlords,
employers and from own savings or the sale of assets to be used as
take-off into business. The majority of borrowers are not able to
qualify for credit from banks because of their stringent collateral
requirements. In many countries women are not allowed to pledge
their property or the joint property of the family because of out
dated customary and religious practices.

One source of finance is the rotating savings and credit
associations (ROSCA's). The ROSCA's are by far the most important

of the traditional financial institutions. The mechanisms of these
informal financial arrangements differ from country to country.
Thus the purpose of this paper is to examine the mechanisms of

these informal financial arrangements and present as examples

different countries' experiences. It is hoped this will help women
entrepreneurs in the informal as well as the formal sector benefit
from experiences of their counterparts in other countries. The
paper will also give recommendations on how women can benefit from
the informal sector financing to be organized into bigger forms of
financing arrangements.·

3 M. Hyuha, Informal Financial Institutions and Markets in
Sub-Saharan Africa; Eyidence and Policy Implication.
(paper presented as a background document for the AAPAM
12th Roundtable Conference jointly organized by AAPAM and
ECA/SAPAM.) 1990, p.4.
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II. CONSTRAINTS 01' WOMEN TRADERS.

There are many constraints that women face as traders.

The majority of women lack the required training and
entrepreneurial capability in order to run their businesses. In
most developing countries training facilities are generally geared

to the needs of men or are more accessible to them. Women are
usually the minority in such training programmes. The women
themselves are held back by traditional and cultural constraints

that have been one of the major impediments to their development.

Some of the major problems that women face in this regard are
discussed below.

creditlaclt of acce.. to institutionala) WOlllen'.

facilities.

Finance plays a critical role in entrepreneurship development.
Inspite of this fact the small businesses especially the ones run

by women are denied access to institutional credit due to the

various constraints. If the women do not have their own savings
they have to resort to borrowing money. The sources of credit other
than the informal financial sector are the major financial·

institutions such as banks (for the urban areas only). Women more
than men are the victims of various cultural, religious, social and
technical constraints thus they do not venture to explore ways and
means to solve their financial problems, other than resorting to
their traditional means and ways. In most African countries there
are no credit programmes exclusively designed for women.

Some of the problems that women face to obtain formal credit
are discussed below.

i Lack of Collateral
These formal financial institutions have stringent collateral

requirements which the majority of women are not able to present.
The collateral required are usually land-titles and other assets
which the majority of women cannot pledge as security as can be
evidenced from the experience of Uganda, Ethiopia and Malawi. The

few women that are able to get loans from banks are usually the

ones that have assets or have big businesses already.
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ii Traditional customs
In most African countries women are the victims of various

traditions and customary laws as well as political systems which
has relegated them to an inferior position. It is reported that
some men have simply refused to allow their wives to obtain loans
because they considered financial matters to be a male prerogative.
Husbands frowned at their wives' financial independence, fearing

that they would no longer be able to keep them under their thumbs. 4

ii Lack of knowledge in processing of Credit
Another hindering factor is that the paper work required is

long and cumbersome that the majority of the uneducated women are
not able to understand. For example the requirement may be to
present project proposals, only a handful are able to prepare this.
The required paper work is also another forbidding factor.

iii scarcity of Banks and availability of credit

The dispersion of banking offices in the rural areas are few
and far between and they do not normally cater to women in the
rural areas because banks consider them too risky and too costly to
administer.

b) Problem of oompetitiveness (both in buyinq and sellinq)
and laok of marketinq know-how and strateqies.

The financial resources available to women are either very

limited or they do not exist at all thus women usually do not
participate in wholesale trade because the quantities they handle
are rather small, which explains why women often belong to the
category of petty traders. They carry small stocks of goods either
because of their limited surplus production or because of lack of

4 FAD, Banking the Unbankable, Bringing Credit To The
Poor,The Panos Institute 1989, pix-x.
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working capital or proper storage. 5In the trading business one has
to buy in bulk in order to gain profit by buying at wholesale
price. The low purchasing power of women enables them to buy only
in small quantities from the wholesalers or producers thus when
they sell in retail their profit margin is reduced. Most women lack

marketing know-how.
el Lack ot entrepreneurial or manaqement skills

Most women engage in ~iness from what they observe around
them, thus they are not exposed to any education or business skill.
They usually follow the type of business that is traditionally
available to them (such as pottery making, weaving and trading in

agricultural produce etc •• ). Their businesses lack planning,

marketing strategies, costing and pricing, and modern record
keeping thus they tend to be uncompetitive in the market places.In
most instances women do not venture into new type of business due
to lack of knowledge and skills.

This paper focuses on one of the major constraints of women
which is credit. The following chapter deals with the type of
informal financial mechanisms that are in use by women.

5 THE ROLE AND CONTRIBUTION OF AFRICAN WOMEN IN DOMESTIC
TRADE E/ECA/TRADE/88/3 16 February 1988, p.4.
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III. ANALYSIS OF TRAD~TIONAL FINANCING MECHANISMS

A. Definition

For the purpose of this analysis, traditional financial

mechanisms are regarded to be synonymous with informal financial

sector (IFS) in that they include unregulated financial
arrangements which are usually outside the legal framework but it
operates with its own rules and established procedures. by its

nature the informal financial sector is heterogeneous made up of

different·types of individuals and intermediaries.

Institutions in the IFS include money-lenders, rotating savings

and credit associations (ROSCAs), landlords, neighbors, friends,

and family members, to mention a few of them. 6

The popular view of informal finance is of powerful money

lenders who exploit the poor through usurious interest and unfair

seizure of collateral. In fact, informal finance is both extensive

and diverse. 7 Thus its use and application is not uniform in all

instances and circumstances. Even though the statement may be true

in some instances, the circumstances involved is such that for the

needy it is the only alternative open in order to meet their

obligations. The risks involved for the money-lenders are also

considerable. The money-lenders' only protection is the knowledge

of one another and if the borrower defaults he/she risks their

future ability to borrow and their social standing is also at risk.

B. Structures of Different Traditional Trade Financinq

Mechanisms

Financial constraints has been identified as one of the major

6

7

op.cit

World Bank, 1989, World Development Report, Washington,
D.C World Bank, p.112
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problems for women in business both in the formal and informal

sectors.

Country Case studies of the mechanisms of Rotating Savings and

Credit Associations (ROSCAs)

Credit associations are widespread in many countries in

Africa and are known by many different names some of the most

popUlar ROSCAs in some developing African countries include:

Name of Country ROSCAs indigenous name

Egypt Gamaiyah

Ethiopia Equib

Ghana Susu

Malawi Chiperegani or Chilimba

Nigeria Isusu

Niger/Cameroon Tontine/Njangis

Senegal " or Natt

Somalia Hagbad

Uganda Chilemba

The following case studies are not exhaustive but must be

taken as examples of experiences of different ROSCA's.

ETHIOPIA

The prevalent informal financial systems in Ethiopia can be

broadly divided into two types. The first which is called Edir is

mainly for social purposes especially in the event of death of

either the member of the Edir or his immediate family. The Edir is

community-based or it is based on people who work in the same place

form this social association. The members of the Edir pay monthly

contributions besides a one time registration fee.

The Edir has elected officials who take care of the functions

of the Edir such as a chairman, treasurer, secretary etc •. The

officials are responsible for informing the participants to attend

funerals when a member of the Edir or his immediate family dies and

to help physically in the preparation of the burial ceremony. They
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also usually have tents, chairs and other utensils used for serving
the guests. The member of the association is also given a lump sum
of money to help him cover the funeral expenses. Thus the main
function of the Edir is to help its members in such cases.

The resources of the Edir are kept in banks but they are not
used for any other investment purposes. Thus there is scope of

initiating these informal resources for investing in income

generating activities.

EQUID

The second and important aspect of the informal financial
mechanisms for the purposes of this paper is Equib.

Equib is a voluntary union of persons who join together for
the purpose of saving money. Equib brings together individuals of
diverse background, culture, occupations and ethnicity, provided

such individuals have the willingness and ability to make the
required contributions of money regularly to a common pool which is
given to each member in turn. the amounts and frequencies of the
contributions are varied as the number of Equibs, sources and
income levels of the individual members. 8

The reasons for setting up the Equib are as varied as their
members. To site a few examples Equibs can be used to expand

business, to buy or start a new business, to buy or construct

houses, bUy cars, clothes etc •• the list can go on and on. The

important thing to remember is that the money received is ones own
saving thus one does not pay interest on it or feel indebted to
anyone. Another major use of Equib is that it is presented as a
guarantor to borrow money from other sources in the short-run until
the member receives his share. That is if a person needs money for
an urgent matter and his turn to receive the Equib has not come up

8 See, Abebe Adera,
Ethiopia and a Proposal
(Unpublished)p.15

"Reflections on Informal Finance in
for Institutional Innoyation."1992
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he/she can borrow money from other sources saying that they will
repay the it when they get the loan.

The mechanisms of Equib

It is a free association of people with the sole aim of saving

money. The association has a leader or what is commonly called in
Ethiopia as "Dagna" meaning literally a "Judge" who is assisted by
a secretary who is responsible for registration of members and the
collection of the installations. The secretary has a log book and
in the case of big Equibs each member is provided with a small
booklet where the payments are entered and signed by the secretary
to ensure that a member has paid his installments. In some cases

the "Dagna" and other officials of the Equib get the first round of
the collected money and the members contribute some amount for
their fees. The "Dagna" also takes responsibility for a member who
defaults to pay up. The usual procedure to become a member of an

Equib is that one must have an assured source of income i.e either
she or he must have a salary or they must have a business. One has
also to have a guarantor among the members of the Equib this is
especially so when one receives the equib or the collected money.
In this case at least two members of the Equib sign as guarantors.
This is useful in case one stops payments or runs into difficulties
in meeting his dues. In this case the guarantors are forced to pay

on behalf of their friend.
The duration of Equib ranges from a few months to three or

four years. The most common payments are the ones collected either
weekly or monthly. Thus a member gets a lump sum every week or
every month depending on the frequency of the money collected.

Equib is an on going process when one group has terminated one
round it can start again with the same members or other new members
or a mixture of both new and old members. There is no binding to
continue the Equib but people who know each other usually prefer to

continue with the same group.
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GHANA

The prevalent form of informal financial activity in Ghana is
called SUSU. This is a form of mobile banking. The SUSU is said to

have began in Ghana long before Banks were introduced. Even though
there are mutual assistance groups, clubs, credit unions, money
lenders etc •• the SUSU is the most popular form of money saving

device.
The mechanisms of SUSU 9

The SUSU participants have a savings plan i.e. they save a
fixed amount of money for an agreed period of time (usually a month
). According to this plan a collector visits his clients at their

work places, market stalls, shops, homes etc .. at an agreed time of
day and collects the funds. The collector in most cases deposits
the money he has collected in nearby banks for safety. When the
agreed time comes the client gets his money back minus the
collectors fee, an agreed sum, which is usually a days saving. This
is contrary to the fact that if the money was kept in a bank the
client would have got interest on it whereas in this case the
client pays the collector a fee. But on the otherhand the SUSU

system is forced saving and the flexible ,terms in acquiring credit

from the collectors has made it popular. The loans are usually on
short-term bases. In obtaining loans from the collectors the client
does not have to have any collateral, and since there is no
paperwork or procedures to follow the SUSU system is faster and
satisfies the needs of its clients in a short time. The
disadvantage of this system is that it does not give long-term
loans and the interest paid is quite high. to be used either for
investment or other activities.

CAMEROON

The ROSCA' s are referred to as Tontines in francophone

9 M. Hyuha, 1990 "rn~ormal Financial rnstitutions and
Markets in Sub-Saharan A~rica:Bvidence and Policy
rmplicationsll the paper was prepared as a background
document for the AAPAM 12th Roundtable Conference jointly
organized by AAPAM and ECA/SAPAM.p.19-23 passim.
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Cameroon and as Hjanqis in anglophone parts. The informal financial
sector is likely to account for something like 75 % of rural

financial assets and obligations. Apart from its size the informal
sector also appears to be growing vigorously indicating a rising

demand for financial services. 10

The mechanisms of TONTINES

This a rotating fund which is similar to the above examples.
The Tontines are flexible and creative in that people pay an agreed
sum into a fund which is then paid out to members on a rotating

basis. Each member, except the last, gets more funds than he or she
has contributed. The default in this system is rare because a

newcommer is placed at the end of the cycle, only gradually will
he/she be moved towards the beginning of the cycle after he/she has
demonstrated his or her reliability. The frequency of the meetings
varies, one type can meet weekly, bi-weekly or monthly and have a
membership consistent with a cycle anywhere from a few months to
two or three years. Tontines with a frequency meeting based on
semi-annual meetings or yearly meetings are common only among the
rural areas where the farmers receive seasonally their income from
cash crops.

An important characteristic of Tontines is the goal oriented
nature of the savings behavior, and the strict regularity of the
payment arrangements. Even though the savings held in tontines are

not readily available for unintended use the system has various
devices that the participants can use in cases of emergency. One
way is by auctioning the position within the Tontine, so that the
one with urgent need can be helped. Some Tontines keep funds for
emergency cases.

"Sunday meetings" or "country banks"

10 GTZ Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Technische Zumsammenarbeit
(GTZ) Gmbh CAMEROON Rural finance Sector Study, 1986,
p.53
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These are relatively less important than the Tontines in
terms of savings generated. The "sunday meetings" are different
than the rotating funds in that they provide only a deposit
facility for savings, which are paid out to all participants at a
certain, pre-determined time. 11 The two systems are similar in

that they both adhere to strict payment schedules.

MALAWI 12

The size of the informal sector as determined by the credit
extended is said to be greater than half the size of the formal and
semi-formal sector. (see Chipeta and Mkandawire)

Even though there are various institutions in the informal

sector only two of the prevalent type will be discussed here.

Katapila (moneylenders I

These are not looked upon favourably by the general pUblic
since they charge usurious rates. Most of the lenders charge
between 50 % and 100 % interest rates. Those that charge 100%
interest per month are called pilipili (pepper) and mwala-ku-mwala
(stone-for-stone) which shows the hardships the borrowers have to
face. In cases where the debtor is not able to pay back his

guarantor (mboni or kaboni) has to pay back. In other instances the

debtor's property is confiscated.

Chiperegani (Co-operative sayings Associationsl

These are societies formed by mutual agreement among
workmates, friends, relatives or neighbors who tryst each other •

11

12

op.cit

C.Chipeya and M.L.C. Mkandawire, The informal financila
sector and macroeconomic adjustment in Malawi, African
Economic Research Consortium, Research Paper 4, May
1991,p 22-32
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each member of the group contributes an equal sum of money at the
end of every period agreed upon. The contributions are given to
members one at a time no interest is paid and each receives what
he/she have saved. the income generated is used for various

purposes and some even use it to finance their projects or building
a house. Most Chiperegani are short-lived, they are easy to

establish, manage and abolish.

The above country examples are meant to show that there is
potential to save in the informal credit systems. The following
chapter on conclusions and recommendations will discuss the ways
and means to tap the resources for development purposes.
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IV Conclusions and Recommendations
From ,the preceding chapters we have seen that women

entrepreneurs in the informal sector face many constraints in
trying to access credit from the formal financial institutions.
with the conservative attitude that these institutions have towards

financing the informal sector in general, one has to seriously
consider other alternative financing structures in order for these
target group to be beneficiaries as well as contributions towards
economic development. They have to be also protected from the grasp
of usurious money lenders.

From the preceding chapters one can conclude that there is
ample evidence to suggest that there is a potential to develop the
informal financial system. This is because the ROSCA I S participants
have demonstrated

i) their credit-worthiness on the basis of making regular
payments;

ii) that the participants are willing and able to handle
financial obligations involving strict payment schedules;

iii) that their abundance and strength testifies for the need
of formal financial services

Proposal for linking the fOrmal and infOrmal financial
sectors.

The savings funds mobilized by the ROSCA's are not negligible

thus with proper guidance these savings could be channelled to be
deposited in the formal financial institutions thus affording the
banks more capacity to give credit so long as they are willing to
revise their requirements for granting loans. The formal
institutions must make an effort to attract the informal financial
sector to make use of its services and direct their savings to
banks.

In this regard the united Nations Economic Commission for
Africa (UN ECA) and other agencies have been assigned to execute a
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major project (financed by UNDP) on the role of women in the
informal sector through the African Training and Research Center

for Women (ATRCW). This project has identified a strong component
on credits i.e - "To identify and develop efficient credit systems
for the deprived women in the informal sector. ,,13 Thus one will

expect such studies will help in finding a solution to this
problem.

Recommendations

The following are a few recommendations that can be used in
order to complement the limitations of the traditional or informal
financial mechanisms and on how to link-up with the formal
financial institutions. Some of the recommendations are given as
examples of success stories in some countries.
Group lending schemes14

The idea behind this is to group potential borrowers together
so that the bank or any institution gives the loans to the group.

In some cases the money can be lent to individuals in the group or
else the group divides the funds among its members. In either case
the group acts as a guarantee and it is answerable to the lender
for repayment. In forming the group the members must be selective
in order to safeguard their interests. On the otherhand the
lender's costs of processing and recovery of loans are reduced

because they do not have to process small individual loans. In some
countries like Malawi borrowers are required to put part of their
loans in a fund that would be forfeited if any member defaulted. If
all pay back their loans the funds are returned.

This system has its drawbacks, but the· success stories
outweigh the negative side one such example is the Grameen Bank

(see Annex 1) which was first started in Bangladesh in 1976 to help

13

14

Ibid. p.59

World Bank, World Development Report 1989, p.116-117
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the landless without normal bank collateral. The customers are
organized into five-person groups each member must make regular
weekly savings before he can get a loan. The first two neediest in
the group get the loan and they must make several payments before

the others can borrow. The knowledge that regular weekly payments
guarantees future loans has made this banking system successful.
This system has been introduced in Malawi and is called the Malawi

Mudzi Pund , and it may provide a way of generating savings and

assurance of acquiring credit for its participants.

Credit Schemes

The popular scheme by donor agencies and the like today is to
introduce various alternatives to formal banking in order to
alleviate the condition of the rural poor especially the women. An
exhaustive analysis is beyond the scope of this paper but an
example of such an activity would enrich our knowledge.

The TOTOTO savings club programme (TSCP) 15

Tototo is a savings club which started in 1983 around Mombasa
town in Kenya which aims to introduce the women and men to the
banks savings through the group rather than the individual
approach. The second phase of the programme is to help the group to
save enough so that it can be used as collateral to get credit from

banks. Another advantage of this club is that it united village
women struggling to save and it also teaches its members among
other things how to budget their income.

The above examples are not an exhaustive but they are among
some of the successful alternatives. it hoped that this paper will
afford an insight into the problem of credit and at the same time

it can be used as a guide in alternatives ways of traditional

15 FAD< Banking the Unbankable. p.46-47
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financial mechanisms as well as in getting access to formal

financial institutions.
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ANNEX I

16 Rules of the Grameen Bank16

The sixteen (16) Rules that have continued to guide

the successful operations of GB since its inception are outlined

here below:

1. unity

2. Discipline

3. Courage

4. Hard work

5. Members of GB undertake not to pay dowry

6. Members of GB undertake not to accept dowry

7. Members of GB undertake to send children to school

8. Members of GB undertake to make holes for use as

toilets.

9. Members will not live in dilapidated houses

10. Members will build centres for recreation

11. Members will help each other

12. To earn more, members will undertake collective

activities

13. Members will keep themselves clean

14. Members undertake to grow more vegetables

15. Members undertake to be honest

16. Members undertake to obey the Grameen Bank

16 UNICEF, WOMEN, CREDIT AND SAyINGS, Women's Development
Program Eastern and Southern Africa Regional Office
Nairobi-Kenya, 1990, p.44


